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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a deterministic mathematical model describing the dynamics of dengue
fever is presented. The human population is subdivided into three classes; the susceptible,
infected, and recovered humans. The mosquitoes subdivided into three classes of the
aquatic, susceptible, and infected mosquitoes. The basic dynamics and the reproduction
number is calculated and analyzed. The sensitivity analysis of the deterministic
mathematical model is carried out in order to establish the relative significance of the
model parameters to the disease spread and control. Numerical analysis is carried out to
show the dynamics of the disease.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dengue fever (DF) and Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF) are major public health
problems in the tropic and subtropics areas [1]. Dengue viruses are transmitted to human
by the bite of Aedes aegypti female mosquitoes causing Dengue fever (DF) [2].
Sequential infection with dengue fever increases the risk of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever
(DHF). Female Aedes aegypti get infection by taking a blood meal from an infected
human. These infected mosquitoes transmit the pathogen to susceptible humans [3]. Four
different serotypes that can cause dengue fever (DEN-1- 4) can coexist in many endemic
areas [4, 5].Infection with one of dengue serotype has been shown to provide life-long
immunity to that serotype but not or only short-term resistance to the other serotypes [6].
In recent decades the occurrence of the disease has grown-up significantly around the
globe. Currently about 40% of the humanity are at the moment at risk from the disease.
With human infectivity estimated at about 50–100 million dengue cases globally each
year by WHO. Only nine nations had experienced severe dengue epidemic before 1970.
The disease is currently prevalent in more than 100 nations in Africa, the Americas, the
Eastern Mediterranean, South-east Asia and the Western Pacific. Generally, the critically
affected nations are the Americans, South-east Asia and the Western Pacific. Cases
across these nations have surpasses 1.2 million in the year 2008 and more than 2.3
million in the year 2010 [7]. An approximate 500 000 humans with severe dengue need
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hospitalization every year, a huge percentage of whom are children. About 2.5% of
infected humans die [8].
In the year 2013, 2.35 million cases of the disease were reported in the Americas
only. Out of these cases 37687 were severe dengue. The number of cases is greater than
ever as the disease stretches to new areas, but explosive epidemics are happening. The
risk of a likely epidemic of the disease at the present exists in Europe and local spread of
the disease was reported for the first time in France and Croatia in 2010 and imported
cases were identified in three other European countries [9].
The main carriers and multipliers of the virus are the infected humans. They serve as
a source of the virus for susceptible mosquitoes. The infected humans can transmit the
infectivity for a period 4–5 days; utmost 12 days through Aedes aegypti following the
appearance of the earliest symptoms [10].The vector exists in metropolitan environments
and breeds predominantly in artificial containers. The Aedes aegypti is a daytime feeder
unlike other vectors. And their height biting periods are early in the dawn and in the
sunset before dusk [11].
Derouich et al., (2003) presented the dynamics of the dengue fever studied by a
compartmental model. This involves ordinary differential equations for the human and
the mosquito populations. The result of the simulations shows that the strategy should be
based on the prevention of disease epidemic using vector control through environmental
management. For instance, eliminate the larval resting places such as containers like
bottles, limp of canned foods, tire or other objects susceptible to keep water. Others are
the use of chemical methods (application of insecticides) which remains inadequate since
it only allows delaying the outbreak of the epidemic. They concluded that, an
intermediary solution would be to combine as much as possible, the environmental
prevention and a partial vaccination essentially to avoid the haemorrhagic form of the
disease caused by different viruses. However, in the humans and mosquitoes
immigrations are not considered [12].
Nuraini et al., (2007) presented An SIR model for dengue fever spread. The authors
were interested in deriving and analyzing the model taking into account the severe DHF
compartment in the model. They aimed at finding a control strategy to decrease the DHF
patients in the population, or to keep the number of patients at a tolerable level. The
analysis of this model reveals that there are four equilibriums. One of them is the diseasefree; the other three equilibriums correspond to the presence of single serotype and the
coexistence of two serotypes. The authors concluded that from the numerical simulation,
the dynamic of disease host will increase until it reaches a higher number in epidemic
time. After several time the cases exponentially decay close to the disease-free
equilibrium. However, infected and infectious human should be a class and so also the
infected and infectious mosquitoes [1].
Pongsumpun (2008) developed a mathematical model for the spread of dengue fever.
The model subdivided the human population into four classes these are the susceptible,
infected, infectious and recovered humans. The mosquitoes subdivided into three classes
of the susceptible, infected and infectious mosquitoes. The authors analyzed the model
via the dynamical study technique. The model is an extension of the earlier model
developed by Esteva and Vargas [5]. The earlier model did not include the inherent and
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extrinsic incubation periods of dengue virus in humans and mosquitoes. The author
concluded that the humans ought to protect themselves from infection with the virus by
using bed-nets to diminish the infectivity rate of the mosquitoes. This will reduce the
basic reproductive number to decrease below unity. Thus, this can reduce the outbreak of
the disease. However, infected and infectious human should be a class and so also the
infected and infectious mosquitoes [13].
Garba et al., (2008) presented a deterministic model for the transmission dynamics of
a strain of dengue fever. This permits transmission by exposed humans and mosquitoes.
The model subdivided the human population into four classes which are the susceptible,
exposed, infectious and recovered humans. The mosquitoes are subdivided into three
classes of the susceptible, exposed and infectious mosquitoes. The models, which
reasonably adopt a standard incidence formulation, allow the disease transmission by
exposed humans and vectors. The model was extended to take account of an imperfect
vaccine for the disease. The two models, jointly with their mass action equivalents, were
severely analyzed to gain insights into their qualitative dynamics. However, susceptible
and exposed humans should be a class (the susceptible) and so also the susceptible and
exposed mosquitoes [3].
Surapol et al., (2011) proposed and analyzed the dynamical transmission of Dengue
fever by considering the role of human population without immunity. The authors found
that there are two equilibrium states, a disease-free state and endemic state. They
concluded that reducing human contact with the mosquitoes will decrease the basic
reproductive number to less than one. Therefore, this will reduce human vulnerability to
the disease and, in turn, this can reduce the outbreak of the disease. However, the model
does not put into account the recovered humans [14].
Amaku et al., [15], developed a model for dengue fever, this considered the human
population, the adult mosquito population and the population of immature stages. It
includes eggs, larvae and pupae. The model also considered the vertical transmission of
dengue in the mosquitoes and the seasonal variation in the mosquito population. The
authors concluded that vector control measures, such as adulticide application is largely
efficient. And followed by the reduction of the contact to mosquito bites, locating and
eliminating the breeding sites and ultimately larvicides. Existing vector-control strategies
are focused on mechanical eradication of mosquitoes’ breeding places. Other ideas by the
authors is that decreasing the contact rate between vector and hosts (biting rates) is as
capable as logistically complicated but very efficient adult mosquito’s control. However,
in the mosquito compartment, the latent and susceptible mosquitoes can be grouped in the
same compartment.
Rodrigues et al., [16] developed a SIR and ASI model illustrating a dengue disease
spread. A sensitivity analysis of the model is carried out in order to establish the
comparative significance of the model parameters to the disease spread. The authors
concluded that the analysis can provide essential information for decision makers and
public health officials. The authors believed that the research path initiated will be of
immense benefit to the affected citizens. It can also have impact on both the prevention
and control of the disease. However, the authors did not consider the recruitment rate of
humans and mosquitoes.
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In this paper an epidemiology model for dengue disease is proposed based on [16].
The model considered in this study offers some extensions to the dengue transmission
model in [16]. This is done by incorporating the recruitment rate of humans and
mosquitoes and the maturation rate of the infected larva to adult mosquitoes. It consists
of six mutually-exclusive compartments involving the interactions between humans and
mosquitoes. It is mathematically written as a system of ordinary differential equations.
The model is designed to describe the dynamics of the disease transmission into a
population and to perform the sensitivity analysis for the model parameters.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Formulation of the model
The model is based on monitoring the dynamics of the populations of susceptible
humans  Sh  , infected humans  I h  recovered human’s  Rh  aquatic stage or larva
mosquitoes  Lm  , uninfected female mosquitoes  M s  , and infected female mosquitoes

( M i ) , as described in the following subsections. Here, the total human population  N h 

is considered as, Nh  Sh  I h  Rh at any time t. The population is homogenous, which
means that every individual of a compartment is homogenously mixed with the other
individuals.
Similarly, the total adult mosquito population is considered as, Nm  M s  M i .
Transition from each state is governed by a set of probabilities or transition rates for each
individual. It is assumed homogeneity between hosts and vector populations means that
each vector has an equal probability to bite any host. Humans and mosquitoes are
assumed to be born susceptible. Schematic illustration of the model is depicted in figure 1

Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram of the Dengue Model
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2.1.1 Human Populations
The population of uninfected (susceptible) humans is increased via recruitment of
humans (by birth or immigration) into the community at a constant rate   h  . It is
decreased either by the contact rate  C1  between infectious mosquitoes and susceptible
hosts, or due to natural death at a rate  h . The flow can be represented using the
differential equation:



dSh
M
  h   C1 i   h  Sh
dt
Nh


Infected humans are increased by the contact rate

(1)

 C1 

between infectious

mosquitoes and susceptible hosts and diminishes either by natural death at a rate   h  or
viremic period rate   h  .

dI h
M
 C1 I Sh    h  h  I h
dt
Nh

(2)

The infected humans who recover move into the recovered population at rate   h  .

And the recovered populations are decreased by the natural death at a rate   h  . The
above assumption gives:

dRh
  h I h  h Rh
dt

(3)

2.1.2 Mosquitoes Populations
The population of aquatic state (larva compartment) mosquitoes is generated by the
birth rate  Qm  of (susceptible mosquitoes M s and infected mosquitoes M i ). It
decreases either by the maturation rate from (susceptible and infected) larva to adult at a
rate   ms   mi  or natural mortality of larva at a rate   L  . Thus

 L 
dLm
 Qm 1  m   M s  M i     ms   mi   L  Lm
dt
fN 


(4)

The population of uninfected (susceptible) female mosquitoes is generated by the
maturation rate from larva to adult at a rate   ms  . It diminishes by contact rate  C2 
between infectious humans and susceptible mosquitoes, and natural death at a rate (v ) .
So that,



dM s
I
  ms Lm   C2 h  v  M s
dt
Nh



(5)
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The infected female mosquito population is generated by maturation rate of the
infected larva to adult at rate  mi and through the infection of susceptible mosquitoes

contact with infected humans  C2  and it diminishes by natural death at a rate  v  .
This yield

dM i
I
  mi Lm  C2 h M s  v M i
dt
Nh

(6)

The state variable and the parameters of the model are described in Table 1 and 2
respectively.
Table 1
State Variables of the Model
State Variable
Description
Sh
Susceptible humans
Ih
Infected humans
Rh
Recovered humans

Lm
Ms
Mi

Aquatic stage
Susceptible mosquitoes
Infected mosquitoes

Table 2
Describes the Model Parameters with their Values
Parameter
Parameter
Interpretation
Reference
Value
Nh
Total human population
480 × 103
[17]

C
1
2
h
1 L
 ms

 mi
1 h

Qm

Average daily biting (per day)
Transmission probability from infected
mosquito to human (per bite)
Transmission probability from infected human
to mosquito (per bite)
Recruitment rate of humans
Natural mortality of larva (per day)
Maturation rate from susceptible larva to adult
mosquitoes
Maturation rate from infected larva to adult
mosquitoes
Mean viremic period (in days)
Recruitment rate of mosquitoes

1 h

Average lifespan of humans

1 v

Average lifespan of adult mosquitoes (in days)

0.8

[18]

0.375

[17]

0.375

[17]

30

[19]

4

[17]

0.08

[17]

0.01

Assumed

3

[17]

400

[19]

71*365

[17]

10

[17]
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2.1.3 Model Analysis
In this section, model (1)-(6) will be analyzed in order to understand the dynamics of
the dengue disease spread. The thresholds parameters which determine persistence or
elimination of dengue disease will be identified and studied. Thus the invariant region of
the model will be represented, and the solutions of the model (1)-(6) will be shown to be
positive for all t >0.
For obtaining the invariant region, system (1)-(6) can be written as follows:

dX
 M ( X ) X  F where
dt

 X  Sh , Ih , Rh , Lm , M s , M i  ,

F   h ,0,0,0,0,0 

T

and

M (X ) =

Mi
 h
 C 1
Nh


M
 C 1 i
Nh


0


0




0



0



0

0

0

0

0

  h  h 

0

0

0

0

h

 h

0

0

0

0

0

Qm

Qm

0

0

 ms

0

0

0

Qm  M s  M i 
   ms   mi   L 



I
  C 2 h   v 
0
Nh


I
C 2 h
v
Nh




















Since M ( X ) has all off-diagonal entries nonnegative ( X ) is a Metzeler matrix. By
applying the fact that F  0 , system (1)-(6) is positively invariant in R6 [20] which
implies that any trajectory of the system starting from an initial state in the positive or
than t R6 remains in R6 . In order for the model (1)-(6) to be epidemiology meaningful,
we have to prove that all the state variables are positive for all t > 0.
Theorem 1
Let  Sh (0), I h (0), Rh (0), Lm (0), M s (0), M i (0)   0,

then

the

solution

(Sh (t ), I h (t ), Rh (t ), Lm (t ), M s (t ), M i (t ), of the model (1)-(6) is positive for all t  0
Proof:
From the first equation of the system (1)-(6), we have;



dSh
M
  h   C1 I  h  Sh
dt
Nh



set
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By putting   C1

MI
, in equation (1) and (2), then,
Nh

dSh
  h      h  Sh
dt
Thus;

dSh
      h  Sh It then follows that;
dt
dSh
 (   h )dt
Sh
By separating the variables and integrate, it gives

S h  Sh (0)e(h )t  0 if and only if    h  > 0
Similarly, we can generalize for the other compartments of the model (1)-(6), and get
the same result. Then it can be shown that the state variables of the model (1)-(6), are all
positive for all t > 0.
2.2 Equilibrium Points and Stability
In this section, the equilibrium points of the system (1)-(6), and their stabilities are
identified. The equilibrium point is said to be a disease free equilibrium (DFE); if there is
no disease for both humans and mosquitoes that is  I h  M i  0  otherwise if,

 I h  0, orM i  0 then the equilibrium points is said to be endemic (EE) [17].

Let E  Sh , I h , Rh , Lm , M s , M i  be the equilibrium points of the system (1) - (6).
The disease free equilibrium points of the model (1)-(6) is obtained by considering;

dSh dI h dLm dM s dM i




0
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
By using maple software it was found that the disease frees equilibrium points:



Qm
 ms Qm
E0 Sh , I h, , Rh , Lm , M s , M i   h , 0, 0,
,
,0
 h
Qm   L   ms v  Qm   ms   L  






The endemic equilibrium (EE) of the model (1)-(6) is given by:





Ei  Sh* , I h* , Rh* , L*m , M s* , M i*  0
2.2.1 Basic Reproduction Number R0
The basic reproduction number denoted by R0 is the one of the most useful threshold
parameters in epidemiology models. This defines the expected number of secondary
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cases produced, in a completely susceptible population, by a typical infective individual
[21]. In order to evaluate the stability of disease free equilibrium (DFE), and the endemic
equilibrium (EE), the computation of R0 is required.
The local stability of the disease free equilibrium point E0 can be found by applying
the next generation operator approach [21], on the system (1)-(6). The matrices F and V
of new infection and of transition terms associated with the system (1)-(6), respectively
are given by:
Mi


 C1 N Sh 


h
 V    h   h  I h   mi 
F


Ih

M
v i


Ms 
C 2
N
h



It follows that the basic reproduction number R0  P( FV  ) where P stands for the
spectral radius is given by

R0 

C 212  h  ms Qm

(7)

N h2h v2  Qm   ms   L   h  h 

By applying theorem (2) of [17], we establish the following result:
Theorem 2:
The disease free equilibrium (DFE) of the system (1)-(6), is asymptotically stable if
R0 < 1 and unstable if R0 > 1.
Proof:
Let F ( x) and V ( x) represents the new infection and the transition terms associated
with the model (1)-(6), respectively are given by:
Mi


 C1 N Sh 


h
 V    h   h  I h   mi 
F


Ih
v M i


Ms 
C 2
Nh



Let us consider the Jacobian matrices associated with F and V

JF(X )


 0

 C 2 M s

 Nh

C1Sh 
N h 
  h
JV ( X )   h

 0
0 


0
v 
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Based on [22] the basic reproduction number R0  P J F ( X 0 ) JV 1 ( X

0)

 where X

0

is a

disease free equilibrium (DFE) and P represents the eigenvalue of the matrix.
Local stability of E0 is governed by the eigenvalues of the matrix at (DFE)


P


J ( E0 )  
C2  ms Qm

 N h v Qm   ms   L )   h   h 






C1 h 

N h  h v 

P 



The characteristics equation of the matrix is given by;

P2 

C1 h
C2  ms Qm

0
N h h v N h v Qm   ms   L )   h  h 

P1,2  





C 212  h  ms Qm

N h2h v2  Qm   ms  L   h  h 

Therefore the roots (eigenvalue) of the characteristic equation P1 and P2 have
negative real parts. According to the principal of linearised stability [23]; the disease free
equilibrium is asymptomatically stable for R0 < 1. The above theorem indicates that
dengue disease can be eliminated from human and mosquitoes’ populations.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis is very important for mathematical models. It studies the
variations of the outputs of a model caused by variations in the inputs. It is used to
determine parameters that have a high impact on R0 and should be targeted by
prevention strategies. It also determines which parameters and initial conditions inputs
will affect the quantities of interest outputs of the model [24]. Moreover, sensitivity
analysis characterizes the response of model outputs to parameter variation [25]. In order
to find out the relative importance of the model parameters to dengue disease
propagation, analytical sensitivity analysis on all the parameters with respect to basic
reproductive number R0 is performed [26].
3.1.1 Numerical Sensitivity Analysis
By using the approach [27], sensitivity analysis is carried out by computing
sensitivity indices of basic reproductive number R0 , which measure initial disease
prevalence. Sensitivity indices measures the relative change in state variable when the
parameter changes. The normalized forward sensitivity index of a variable to a parameter
is a ratio of the relative change in the variable to the relative change in the parameter.
When a variable is a differentiable function of the parameter, the sensitivity index may be
alternatively defined using partial derivatives [26].
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The normalized forward sensitivity index of a variable R0 that depends differentiable
on a parameter P can be defined as [27]:

 RP0 

R0 P

P R0

(8)

As given by the formula for R0 in equation (8), we derive an analytical expression for
sensitivity of R0 as  RP0 

R0 P

, to each of its parameter. So, the sensitivity index
P R0

of R0 with respect to C is given as

 CR0 

R0 C

 1.00
C R0

Other numerical values of sensitivity indices of R0 obtained using maple software are
shown in Table (3).
Table 3
Numerical Values of Sensitivity Indices of R0
Parameter
Parameter Value
Sensitivity Index
C
0.8
+1.00
v
0.1
-1.00
h
0.00003
- 0.50005

1

0.375

+0.5

2

0.375

+0.5

h

30

+0.5

h

0.333

-0.49995

m

0.08

0.49990

Qm

400

0.00041

L

0.25

-0.00031

3.1.2 Interpretation of Sensitivity Analysis
The most sensitive parameter is the average daily biting C . It then follows by the
natural death rate of mosquitoes  v , the human natural death rate  h , the transmission
probability from infected mosquitoes to susceptible host (per bite), 1 and the
transmission probability from infected human to susceptible mosquitoes (per bite), 2 .
For these three parameters, the most sensitivity indices to R0 agree with the result
obtained by [16]. Other important parameters include; the recruitment rate of humans
 h , followed by the viremic period rate,  h and the maturation rate from larva to adult
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mosquitoes  m . The recruitment rate of mosquitoes Qm , natural death rate of larva
mosquitoes  L , is having small impact in R0 .
This result can be interpreted that the increase in daily biting rate C , and the
transmission rate from infected mosquitoes to susceptible host 1 , as well as the
transmission rate from infected host with susceptible mosquitoes 2 increases the disease
spread through the community. Meanwhile, the decrease in these parameters values
through applying intervention strategies, and controlling the rate of incoming infected
immigrants into the community will lead to decrease of the reproduction number R0 .
3.2 Numerical Simulations
In order to simulate the dengue disease spread, numerous numerical simulations of
the model were carried out using the set of parameters values given in table 1. To
introduce a better analysis, all the simulations and graphs are obtained using
Mathematica software.
Fig 2 and Fig 3 describe the typical behavior of both human and mosquito
populations without using any control strategy. It has shown that the number of both
infected human and mosquitoes increased and reach maximum value between the 0th and
20th per day. Moreover Fig 4 represents the human and mosquitoes populations with
nonexistence of any control measures.

400000

Rh

States

300000
Sh
200 000

100000

Ih

0
0

20

40

60

80

Time days

Fig. 2: Human Population without Control Strategy
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Fig. 3: Mosquito Population without Control Measure
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100
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Fig. 4: Human and Mosquito Population without Control Strategy
4. CONCLUSION
A deterministic mathematical model describing the dynamics of dengue fever is
studied. The sensitivity index of the basic reproduction number is carried out in order to
establish the relative significance of the model parameters in the disease spread. The
result of the analysis indicated that the average daily biting C , the natural death rate of
mosquitoes  v , are the most sensitive. These are followed by human natural death rate

 h , the transmission probability from infected mosquitoes to susceptible host 1 and the
transmission probability from infected human to susceptible mosquitoes 2 . And the less
sensitive is the natural death rate of larva mosquitoes  L . This information permits us to
recognize the strength of the model forecast with respect to parameter values. It also
allows us to acknowledge where to channel the control strategies. The analysis can be
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vital for public health workers and policy makers who possibly will have to deal with the
certainty of the diseases.
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